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 The Ballad of Danny Wolfe
The Life of a Modern Outlaw
by Joe Friesen

ISBN: 9780771030239
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: McClelland & Stewart
Pub. Date: 2016-04-26
Pages: 384
Price: $30.00

The harrowing story of the life and death of the man who founded and ran the first and largest Aboriginal street gang. 
     In 2008, Danny Wolfe, a Winnipeg Aboriginal man, was 31-years-old and awaiting trial on two counts of first-degree murder in at the Regina
Correctional Centre. In spite of his young age, it wasn't his first time behind bars -- in fact, Danny had found himself in and out of correctional facilities since
his teenage years, sometimes even finding his own way out. Now, fifteen years after his last break out of prison, in an adult facility only a few cells down
from his younger brother, Preston, Danny was orchestrating a bold move: a bigger escape from a jail where the notion was inconceivable. 
     Tracing the early years of Daniel Wolfe's life, from his birth in Regina to his mother Susan Creeley, a First Nations woman; to his first brush with the law
at the age of four and then his subsequent placement in foster care; to the birth of the Indian Posse -- the Aboriginal street gang in Canada that would
eventually claim the title of the largest street gang with over 12,000 members and Danny at the helm; to Danny's death in 2010, Joe Friesen's account of this
fascinating character is gripping and provocative.

 Blockades or Breakthroughs?
Aboriginal Peoples Confront the Canadian State
by Yale D.-ed. Belanger

ISBN: 9780773543911
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: McGill-Queen's University Press
Pub. Date: 2015-01-01
Pages: 488
Price: $32.95

Blockades have become a common response to Canada's failure to address and resolve the legitimate claims of First Nations. Blockades or Breakthroughs?
debates the importance and effectiveness of blockades and occupations as political and diplomatic tools for Aboriginal people.  The adoption of direct action
tactics like blockades and occupations is predicated on the idea that something drastic is needed for Aboriginal groups to break an unfavourable status quo,
overcome structural barriers, and achieve their goals. But are blockades actually "breakthroughs"? What are the objectives of Aboriginal people and
communities who adopt this approach? How can the success of these methods be measured? This collection offers an in-depth survey of occupations,
blockades, and their legacies, from 1968 to the present. Individual case studies situate specific blockades and conflicts in historical context, examine each
group's reasons for occupation, and analyze the media labels and frames applied to both Aboriginal and state responses.   Direct action tactics remain a
powerful political tool for First Nations in Canada. The authors of Blockades or Breakthroughs? Argue that blockades and occupations are instrumental,
symbolic, and complex events that demand equally multifaceted responses.   Contributors include Yale D. Belanger, Tom Flanagan, Sarah King, P. Whitney
Lackenbauer, David Rossiter, John Sandlos, Nick Shrubsole, and  Timothy Winegard.

 Braiding Sweetgrass
Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge and the Teachings of Plants
by Robin W. Kimmerer

ISBN: 9781571313560
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Milkweed Editions
Pub. Date: 2015-08-11
Pages: 408
Price: $24.95

Called the work of a mesmerizing storyteller with deep compassion and memorable prose" ( Publishers Weekly ) and the book that, "anyone interested in
natural history, botany, protecting nature, or Native American culture will love," by Library Journal, Braiding Sweetgrass  is poised to be a classic of nature
writing. As a botanist, Robin Wall Kimmerer asks questions of nature with the tools of science. As a member of the Citizen Potawatomi Nation, she
embraces indigenous teachings that consider plants and animals to be our oldest teachers. Kimmerer brings these two lenses of knowledge together to take
"us on a journey that is every bit as mythic as it is scientific, as sacred as it is historical, as clever as it is wise" (Elizabeth Gilbert). Drawing on her life as an
indigenous scientist, a mother, and a woman, Kimmerer shows how other living beings offer us gifts and lessons, even if we've forgotten how to hear their
voices."
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 Celia's Song

by  Lee Maracle

ISBN: 9781770864160
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Cormorant Books
Pub. Date: 2014-10-01
Pages: 280
Price: $24.00

Mink is a witness, a shape shifter, compelled to follow the story that has ensnared Celia and her village, on the West coast of Vancouver Island in
Nu:Chahlnuth territory. Celia is a seer who - despite being convinced she's a little "off" - must heal her village with the assistance of her sister, her mother
and father, and her nephews. While mink is visiting, a double-headed sea serpent falls off the house front during a fierce storm. The old snake, ostracized
from the village decades earlier, has left his terrible influence on Amos, a residential school survivor. The occurrence signals the unfolding of an ordeal that
pulls Celia out of her reveries and into the tragedy of her cousin's granddaughter. Each one of Celia's family becomes involved in creating a greater solution
than merely attending to her cousin's granddaughter. Celia's Song relates one Nu:Chahlnuth family's harrowing experiences over several generations, after
the brutality, interference, and neglect resulting from contact with Europeans.

 Colonial Genocide in Indigenous North America
by Andrew Woolford

ISBN: 9780822357797
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Duke University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-10-01
Pages: 344
Price: $38.95

This important collection of essays expands the geographic, demographic, and analytic scope of the term genocide to encompass the effects of colonialism
and settler colonialism in North America. Colonists made multiple and interconnected attempts to destroy Indigenous peoples as groups. The contributors
examine these efforts through the lens of genocide. Considering some of the most destructive aspects of the colonization and subsequent settlement of North
America, several essays address Indigenous boarding school systems imposed by both the Canadian and U.S. governments in attempts to "civilize" or
"assimilate" Indigenous children. Contributors examine some of the most egregious assaults on Indigenous peoples and the natural environment, including
massacres, land appropriation, the spread of disease, the near-extinction of the buffalo, and forced political restructuring of Indigenous communities.
Assessing the record of these appalling events, the contributors maintain that North Americans must reckon with colonial and settler colonial attempts to
annihilate Indigenous peoples.
"Colonial Genocide in Indigenous North America is one of the best anthologies I have read in the field of American Indian and Indigenous studies. Within
North American history, few have seriously tackled the central question of this anthology: to what extent were Indigenous-settler relations genocidal? The
failure of U.S. and Canadian scholars to address this question in a deep and sustained way makes this insightful collection particularly timely and
important."—Ned Blackhawk, author of Violence over the Land: Indians and Empires in the Early American West
"The field of genocide studies is finally waking up to the colonial dimensions of genocide, both in terms of Lemkin's own ground-breaking work and now
more broadly in the work of numerous contemporary scholars. This excellent collection deals head on with the often neglected, or intentionally ignored,
cases of colonial genocides in North America, and for that reason alone it will  ...

 The Evolution of Alice
by David Alex Robertson

ISBN: 9781553795186
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Portage & Main Press
Pub. Date: 2014-08-01
Pages: 216
Price: $19.95

David Alexander Robertson is the winner of the 2015 John Hirsch Award for Most Promising Manitoba Writer.This haunting, emotionally resonant story
delivers us into the world of Alice, a single mother raising her three young daughters on the rez where she grew up. Alice has never had an easy life, but has
managed to get by with the support of her best friend, Gideon, and her family. When an unthinkable loss occurs, Alice is forced onto a different path, one
that will challenge her belief in herself and the world she thought she knew. The Evolution of Alice is the kaleidoscopic story of one woman's place within
the web of community. Peopled with unforgettable characters and told from multiple points of view, this is a novel where spirits are alive, forgiveness is
possible, and love is the only thing that matters.
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 The Heart of Everything That Is

The Untold Story of Red Cloud, An American Legend
by Bob Drury

ISBN: 9781451654684
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-09-02
Pages: 432
Price: $20.00

An acclaimed New York Times bestseller, selected by Salon as a best book of the year, the astonishing untold story of the life and times of Sioux warrior
Red Cloud: "a page-turner with remarkable immediacy...and the narrative sweep of a great Western" (The Boston Globe).Red Cloud was the only American
Indian in history to defeat the United States Army in a war, forcing the government to sue for peace on his terms. At the peak of Red Cloud's powers the
Sioux could claim control of one-fifth of the contiguous United States and the loyalty of thousands of fierce fighters. But the fog of history has left Red
Cloud strangely obscured. Now, thanks to the rediscovery of a lost autobiography, and painstaking research by two award-winning authors, the story of the
nineteenth century's most powerful and successful Indian warrior can finally be told. In The Heart of Everything That Is, Bob Drury and Tom Clavin restore
Red Cloud to his rightful place in American history in a sweeping and dramatic narrative based on years of primary research. As they trace the events leading
to Red Cloud's War, they provide intimate portraits of the many lives Red Cloud touched--mountain men such as Jim Bridger; US generals like William
Tecumseh Sherman, who were charged with annihilating the Sioux; fearless explorers, such as the dashing John Bozeman; and the memorable warriors
whom Red Cloud groomed, like the legendary Crazy Horse. And at the center of the story is Red Cloud, fighting for the very existence of the Indian way of
life. "Unabashed, unbiased, and disturbingly honest, leaving no razor-sharp arrowhead unturned, no rifle trigger unpulled....a compelling and fiery narrative"
(USA TODAY), this is the definitive chronicle of the conflict between an expanding white civilization and the Plains Indians who stood in its way.

 #IdleNoMore
And the Remaking of Canada
by Ken Coates

ISBN: 9780889773424
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: University of Regina Press
Pub. Date: 2015-04-04
Pages: 255
Price: $27.95

Idle No More bewildered many Canadians. Launched by four women in Saskatchewan in reaction to a federal omnibus budget bill, the protest became the
most powerful demonstration of Aboriginal identity in Canadian history. Thousands of Aboriginal people and their supporters took to the streets, shopping
malls, and other venues, drumming, dancing, and singing in a collective voice. Idle No More lasted for almost a year before the rallies dissipated. Many
observers described it as a spent force. It was anything but. Idle No More was the most profound declaration of Indigenous identity and confidence in
Canadian history, sparked by Aboriginal women and their supporters, sustained by young Indigenous peoples, filled with pride and determination. When the
drums slowed, a new and different Canada was left in its wake. Partially stunned by the peaceful celebrations, but perplexed by a movement that seemed to
have no centre and no leaders, most Canadians missed the point. Through Idle No More, Aboriginal people have declared that they are a vital and necessary
part of Canada&#39;s future. The spirit of the drumming, singing and dancing lives on in empowered and confident young Aboriginal people who will shape
the future of this country for decades to come.
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 Immi's Gift

by Karin Littlewood

ISBN: 9781561458134
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Peachtree Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-08-25
Pages: 32
Price: $10.95

Two children half a world away from each other are connected in an unexpected way in this timeless, fanciful story
Way, way up north in a snow-covered frozen world, a young girl breaks a hole in the ice and fishes for her supper. But instead of a fish, at the end of the line
is a small, brightly painted wooden bird. She ties it onto her necklace, next to a small wooden bear.
Day after day her fishing pole brings up more colorful surprises from the swirling sea under the frozen ice. She decorates her igloo with the beautiful
treasures, and animals come from far and wide to visit with her and share stories of faraway lands. When it is time to move on, she visits the fishing hole one
more time and drops the little bear from her necklace into the water.
Faraway, a young boy walks along a beach in the hot, hot sun. He throws a colorful object into the water. Then something catches his eye. There washed up
on the beach is a small wooden bear...
Karin Littlewood has crafted a simple, affecting story of how individuals around the world connect and even enrich each other's lives. Her beautiful full-
spread watercolor illustrations vibrantly depict the story's shifting locations--from the frozen Arctic to the tropical shoreline, linked together by the vast and
diverse world that exists below the sea.

 In Geronimo's Footsteps
A Journey Beyond Legend
by Corine Sombrun

ISBN: 9781611458961
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Arcade
Pub. Date: 2014-11-11
Pages: 312
Price: $31.95

The name "Geronimo" came to Corine Sombrun insistently in a trance during her apprenticeship to a Mongolian shaman. That message and the need to
understand its meaning brought her to the home of the legendary Apache leader's great-grandson, Harlyn Geronimo, himself a medicine man on the
Mescalero Apache reservation in New Mexico. Together, the two of them--the French seeker and the Native American healer--would make a pilgrimage that
retraced Geronimo's life while following the course of the Gila River to the place of his birth, at its source.
Told in the alternating voices of its authors, In Geronimo's Footsteps is the record of that journey. At its core is an account of Geronimo's life, from his
earliest days in a Chiricahua Apache family and his path as a warrior and chief to his surrender and the years spent in exile until his death, at Fort Sill,
Oklahoma. Recounted by his great-grandson, his story is steeped in family history and Apache lore to create a portrait of a leader intent on defending his
people and their land and traditions--a mission that Harlyn continues, even as he campaigns to recover his ancestor's bones from the U.S. government.
Completing Corine's circle, the book also explores the links, genetic and possibly cultural, between the Apache and the people of Mongolia.

 Indians Don't Cry
Gaawiin Mawisiiwag Anishinaabeg
by George Kenny

ISBN: 9780887557699
Binding: Paperback 
Series: First Voices, First Texts
Publisher: University of Manitoba Press
Pub. Date: 2014-10-31
Pages: 190
Price: $24.95

George Kenny is an Anishinaabe poet and playwright who learned traditional ways from his parents before being sent to residential school in 1958. When
Kenny published his first book, 1982's Indians Don't Cry, he joined the ranks of Indigenous writers such as Maria Campbell, Basil Johnston, and Rita Joe
whose work melded art and political action. Hailed as a landmark in the history of Indigenous literature in Canada, this new edition is expected to inspire a
new generation of Anishinaabe writers with poems and stories that depict the challenges of Indigenous people confronting and finding ways to live within
urban settler society.Indians Don't Cry: Gaawin Mawisiiwag Anishinaabeg is the second book in the First Voices, First Texts series, which publishes lost or
underappreciated texts by Indigenous artists. This new bi-lingual edition includes a translation of Kenny's poems and stories into Anishinaabemowin by Pat
Ningewance and an afterword by literary scholar Renate Eigenbrod.
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 Indian School Road

Legacies of the Shubenacadie Residential School
by Chris Benjamin

ISBN: 9781771082136
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Nimbus Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-09-15
Pages: 256
Price: $24.95

In Indian School Road, journalist Chris Benjamin tackles the controversial and tragic history of the Shubenacadie Indian Residential School, its
predecessors, and its lasting effects, giving voice to multiple perspectives for the first time. Benjamin integrates research, interviews, and testimonies to
guide readers through the varied experiences of students, principals, and teachers over the school's nearly forty years of operation (1930-1967) and beyond.
Exposing the raw wounds of Truth and Reconciliation as well as the struggle for an inclusive Mi'kmaw education system, Indian School Road is a
comprehensive and compassionate narrative history of the school that uneducated hundreds of Aboriginal children.

 Knitting Stories
Personal Essays and Nine Coast Salish-inspired Knitting Patterns
by Sylvia Olsen

ISBN: 9781550392326
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Sono Nis Press
Pub. Date: 2014-11-01
Pages: 
Price: $28.95

Ask Sylvia Olsen--author, knitter and expert on theworld-famous Cowichan sweaters--whether there's anymore to be said about knitting, and her answer is
aresounding "Yes! Of course, yes. Knitting stories are asvaried as the things we knit and, like all good stories, theytell us about ourselves and what it means
to be a humanbeing. We will never grow tired of stories like that."

In Knitting Stories, Sylvia's storytelling talents are infull evidence as she shares her musings and insights aboutknitting, design, community, family and the
creation ofnarratives from both wool and words. Full of delightfulpersonal anecdotes, this collection of essays also reflectson the author's knowledge of, and
experience with,creating and marketing traditional Cowichan sweaters.She also describes her more recent forays into Salishfusion designs.

Knitters will love the gorgeous examples of Olsen'swork, stunningly photographed by Joshua Lawrence Studio.

Seven original patterns are included for items including asnuggly infinity scarf, bolero, sweater, skirt, toque, poncho and fingerless gloves. Readers can learn
how Margaret Atwood cameto own a pair of Sylvia's gloves in the essay titled Am IKnitting Stories or Writing Sweaters? and then pick upneedles and wool
to make a pair by following the instructionsprovided.

These essays and knitting patterns are, by turn, inspiring,thought-provoking and entertaining. Like the knitteditems themselves, the stories collected here are
war ...

 Life Cycle of a Lie
by Sylvia Olsen

ISBN: 9781550392333
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Sono Nis Press
Pub. Date: 2014-10-01
Pages: 260
Price: $14.95

No Description
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 Mission Life in Cree-Ojibwe Country

Memories of a Mother and Son
by Elizabeth B. Young

ISBN: 9781771990035
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Athabasca University Press
Publisher: University of Washington Press
Pub. Date: 2015-01-31
Pages: 280
Price: $32.95

In May of 1868, Elizabeth Bingham Young and her new husband began a long journey from Hamilton, Ontario, to the Methodist mission of Rossville. For
the next eight years, she lived in two mission houses, Norway House and then Berens River. Unprepared for the difficult conditions and the "eight months
long" winter, and unimpressed with "eating fish twenty-one times a week," the young Upper Canada wife rose to the challenge. Her account of mission life
in these remote outposts, is the first of its kind to be archived and now to appear in print. Accompanying Elizabeth's memoir, and offering a counterpoint to
it, are the reminiscences of her eldest son, "Eddie," who was born and raised in the Cree community at Norway House. These two remarkable recollections
of mission life are an invaluable addition to the fields of religious, missionary, and Aboriginal history.

 Norval Morrisseau
Man Changing into Thunderbird
by Armand Ruffo

ISBN: 9781771620468
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Douglas & McIntyre (2013) Ltd.
Pub. Date: 2014-09-19
Pages: 320
Price: $32.95

"I have spirit here inside myself. I have to allow the spirit to flow through and paint." -- Norval Morrisseau
Norval Morrisseau (1932-2007), Ojibway shaman-artist, drew his first sketches at age six in the sand on the shores of Lake Nipigon, and his first paintings
were in cheap watercolour on birch bark and moose hide. By the end of his tumultuous life, the prolific self-taught artist was sought by collectors, imitated
by forgers and received the Order of Canada among other accolades. Critics, art historians and curators alike consider him one of the most innovative artists
of the twentieth century and arguably Canada's greatest painter.
Morrisseau was a controversial figure too, eliciting everything from resentment to outright condemnation. Living on booze, flat broke and exhausted, he
often traded art for a drink to the frustration of his agents. Despite immense talent and success, his alcoholism plunged his wife and children into poverty and
he spent years bouncing between skid row and jail.
Norval Morrisseau: Man Changing Into Thunderbird is an innovative and rich biography of this charismatic and troubled figure. Drawing upon years of
extensive research, including interviews with Morrisseau himself, Armand Ruffo evokes the artist's life from childhood to death, in all its vivid triumphs and
tragedies: his first solo and breakthrough exhibition at the Pollock Gallery in Toronto; his legendary "Garden Party" where he and his agent Jack Pollock
flew a coterie of critics and patrons from Toronto to remote Beardmore for an afternoon tea party. Here too is Morrisseau's heartwrenching battle with
alcoholism, then Parkinson's disease, and exultant "Shaman's Return" to national status in the Canadian art scene and his solo show at The National Gallery
of Canada.
Armand Ruffo draws upon his own Ojibway heritage and experiences to provide insight into Morrisseau's life and iconography from an Ojibway perspective.
Captiva ...
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 Our Ice Is Vanishing / Sikuvut Nunguliqtuq

A History of Inuit, Newcomers, and Climate Change
by Shelley Wright

ISBN: 9780773544628
Binding: Hardback 
Series: McGill-Queen's Native and Northern
Publisher: McGill-Queen's University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-08-15
Pages: 420
Price: $39.95

The Arctic is ruled by ice. For Inuit, it is a highway, a hunting ground, and the platform on which life is lived. While the international community argues
about sovereignty, security, and resource development at the top of the world, the Inuit remind us that they are the original inhabitants of this magnificent
place - and that it is undergoing a dangerous transformation. The Arctic ice is melting at an alarming rate and Inuit have become the direct witnesses and
messengers of climate change.    Through an examination of Inuit history and culture, alongside the experiences of newcomers to the Arctic seeking land,
wealth, adventure, and power, Our Ice Is Vanishing describes the legacies of exploration, intervention, and resilience. Combining scientific and legal
information with political and individual perspectives, Shelley Wright follows the history of the Canadian presence in the Arctic and shares her own journey
in recollections and photographs, presenting the far North as few people have seen it.  Climate change is redrawing the boundaries of what Inuit and non-
Inuit have learned to expect from our world. Our Ice Is Vanishing demonstrates that we must engage with the knowledge of the Inuit in order to understand
and negotiate issues of climate change and sovereignty claims in the region.

 Peace Pipe Dreams
The Truth about Lies about Indians
by Darrell Dennis

ISBN: 9781771000406
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Douglas & McIntyre Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-10-03
Pages: 224
Price: $22.95

Darrell Dennis is a stereotype-busting, politically incorrect Native American/Aboriginal/Shuswap (Only he's allowed to call himself an "Indian." Maybe.
Under some circumstances). With a large dose of humour and irreverence, he untangles some of the truths and myths about First Nations: Why do people
think Natives get free trucks, and why didn't he ever get one? Why does the length of your hair determine whether you're good or bad? By what ratio does
the amount of rain in a year depend on the amount of cactus liquor you consume?
In addition to answering these burning questions, Dennis tackles some tougher subjects. He looks at European-Native interactions in North America from the
moment of first contact, discussing the fur trade, treaty-signing and the implementation of residential schools. Addressing misconceptions still widely
believed today, Dennis explains why Native people aren't genetically any more predisposed to become alcoholics than Caucasians; that Native religion
doesn't consist of worshipping rocks, disappearing into thin air, or conversing with animals; and that tax exemptions are so limited and confusing that many
people don't even bother.
Employing pop culture examples, personal anecdote and a cutting wit, Darrell Dennis deftly weaves history with current events to entertain, inform and
provide a convincing, readable overview of First Nations issues and why they matter today.

 Polar Bear, Arctic Hare
Poems of the Frozen North
by  Eileen Spinelli

ISBN: 9781629791128
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Highlights
Pub. Date: 2014-09-01
Pages: 32
Price: $8.99

The Arctic may be a cold and unforgiving place, but it teems with wildlife, from the humble orange-golden bumblebee to the majestic beluga whale. Eileen
Spinelli's poems, spanning the four seasons, beautifully capture the splendor of these creatures, in the wild, icy landscape of the frozen North.
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 Returning to the Lakota Way

Old Values to Save a Modern World
by Joseph M. Marshall

ISBN: 9781401931766
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Hay House
Pub. Date: 2014-11-03
Pages: 296
Price: $14.99

     In Returning to the Lakota Way, prolific author Joseph Marshall presents the follow-up to his highly regarded book The Lakota Way. Using beautiful
storytelling to relay traditional tales passed down through the generations, Marshall once again takes the reader on a journey of growth and inspiration. Each
chapter presents one story that exemplifies a quality or way of life that will encourage in readers a sense of inner peace amidst the busyness of modern life.
     From the hunting adventures of the raven and the wolf, we see the importance of tolerance; the lessons of the grasshopper impart the wisdom of patience;
and the experiences of a young man named Walks Alone teach us about silence and turning within. Speaking to these and other universal qualities, such as
faith and selflessness, Marshall gives readers insight into their own lives using tales from the past interspersed with stories from his own life growing up on
theRosebud Sioux Indian Reservation in South Dakota. In him, we see a clear example of the wisdom of history enhancing the state of the current world.
This magnificent work will give readers an insider's view of the Lakota people while providing universal lessons to enrich life.

 Saga of the Sioux
An Adaptation from Dee Brown's Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee
by Dee Brown

ISBN: 9781250050670
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Square Fish
Pub. Date: 2014-12-02
Pages: 224
Price: $14.99

This new adaptation of Dee Brown's multimillion-copy bestseller,  Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee  , is filled with photographs and maps to bring alive the
tragic saga of Native Americans for middle-grade readers. Focusing on the Sioux nation as representative of the entire Native American story, this
meticulously researched account allows the great chiefs and warriors to speak for themselves about what happened to the Sioux from 1860 to the Massacre
of Wounded Knee in 1891. This dramatic story is essential reading for every student of U.S. history.

 Soapstone Signs
by Jeff Pinkney

ISBN: 9781459804005
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Orca Echoes
Publisher: Orca Book Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-11-01
Pages: 64
Price: $6.95

One spring, a nine-year-old Cree boy is visited by a master soapstone carver named Lindy, who gives him four pieces of soapstone. The primary secret to
carving, the boy learns, is recognizing that each piece of soapstone already holds its true form inside. Lindy teaches the boy to listen to the soapstone and
look to the world around him for signs as to what to carve. As the seasons change, the young boy's experiences lend him opportunities to develop his carving
skills and become attuned to the signs around him. He eagerly awaits the following spring, which will bring Lindy's return and a chance to show off his
carvings.
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 Song Within My Heart

by David Bouchard

ISBN: 9780889955004
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Fitzhenry & Whiteside
Pub. Date: 2015-06-23
Pages: 32
Price: $24.95

Winner of the 2003 Governor General's Literary Award 
Listen to the beating drum 
It tells a hundred stories 
Of our people, of our homeland 
Some of birds and beasts and sweet grass. 
Close your eyes and listen 
You might come to hear a story 
That no one hears but you alone 
A story of your very own. 
"The paintings are both simple and profound, serene and dynamic." --The Globe and Mail 
"Based on Cree painter Allen Sapp's childhood memories of life on a reserve in Saskatchewan, The Song Within My Heart tells of a young boy who is
getting ready to go to a pow wow. Woven throughout the story is the boy's close relationship with his Nokum (grandmother). Bouchard's lyrical text, with its
thoughtfully chosen words, evokes a quiet, introspective mood. Richly textured and infused with an almost radiant light quality, the illustrations reinforce
strongly the simplicity of life on a reserve, the significance of the pow wow and, of course, the love between grandmother and  ...

 Time Bomb
Canada and the First Nations
by Douglas L. Bland

ISBN: 9781459727878
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Point of View
Publisher: Dundurn
Pub. Date: 2014-11-29
Pages: 232
Price: $19.99

A look at how a major confrontation between Canada and the First Nations could erupt, and how it might be prevented. There are few greater tragedies than
a war waged by a society against itself. As Time Bomb shows, a catastrophic confrontation between Canada's so-called "settler" and First Nations
communities is not only feasible, it is, in theory, inevitable. Grievances, prejudice, and other factors all combine to make the likelihood of a First Nations
uprising very real.  Time Bomb describes how a nationwide insurgency could unfold, how the "usual" police and military reactions to First Nations protests
would only worsen such a situation, and how, on the other hand, innovative policies might defuse the smouldering time bomb in our midst.  The question all
Canadians and First Nations must answer is this: Must we all suffer the disaster of a great national insurgency or will we act together to extinguish the
growing danger in our midst?
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 We Share Our Matters

Two Centuries of Writing and Resistance at Six Nations of the Grand River
by Rick Monture

ISBN: 9780887557675
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: University of Manitoba Press
Pub. Date: 2014-11-28
Pages: 264
Price: $27.95

The Haudenosaunee, more commonly known as the Iroquois or Six Nations, have been one of the most widely written-about Indigenous groups in the
United States and Canada. But seldom have the voices emerging from this community been drawn on in order to understand its enduring intellectual
traditions.Rick Monture's We Share Our Matters offers the first comprehensive portrait of how the Haudenosaunee of the Grand River region have expressed
their long struggle for sovereignty in Canada. Drawing from individualsas diverse as Joseph Brant, Pauline Johnson and Robbie Robertson, Monture
illuminates a unique Haudenosaunee world view comprised of three distinct features: a spiritual belief about their role and responsibility to the earth; a firm
understanding of their sovereign status as a confederacy of independant nations; and their responsibility to maintain those relations for future
generations.After more than two centuries of political struggle Haudenosaunee thought has avoided stagnant conservatism and continues to inspire ways to
address current social and political realities.

 White Oneida, The
by  Jean Rae Baxter

ISBN: 9781553803324
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Ronsdale Press
Pub. Date: 2014-01-09
Pages: 280
Price: $11.95

In her fourth historical novel dealing with British North America and the American Revolution, Jean Rae Baxter focuses on Broken Trail, a young boy who
was born white but captured and adopted by the Oneida people. The great Mohawk leader Thayendanegea - known to Euro-Canadians as Joseph Brant - has
chosen Broken Trail to assist him in the daunting task of uniting all the tribes and nations with the goal of establishing a country of their own. In preparation,
Broken Trail must attend a Christian boarding school for native youth, where he soon finds that he has to gain the trust of young men from many different
tribes whose ancient enmities lie barely concealed beneath the surface. With the help of Yellowbird, the only woman student, he discovers that the school -
racist in the extreme - is a place of secrets where appearances can be deceiving and loyalty is sometimes proven in unexpected ways. As a first step, Brant
sends Broken Trail on a long journey to meet with Tecumseh, the young Shawnee leader, to begin the work of union. In this tale of intrigue and adventure,
Baxter once again demonstrates her ability to convert the past into living history.

 Woods Cree Stories
by Solomon Ratt

ISBN: 9780889773455
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: University of Regina Press
Pub. Date: 2014-09-29
Pages: 138
Price: $24.95

Humour is not only the best medicine; it is also an exceptionally useful teaching tool. So often, it is through humour that the big lessons in life are
learned--about responsibility, honour, hard work, and respect. Cree people are known for their wit, so the tales in Woods Cree Stories are filled with humour.
The book includes nine stories--including Boys Get Lost, Foolishness, and Animals Become Friends--and a Woods Cree-to-English glossary. All the stories
are presented in Cree syllabics, Standard Roman Orthography, and English translation and can be enjoyed by those new to the language and more advanced
learners.
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